
A Level Film Studies ‘Sunrise’ 
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COMPONENT 2 GLOBAL FILMMAKING PERSPECTIVES
Section C: Film movements - Silent cinema
Written examination: 2.5 hours

35% of qualification

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of elements of film

AO2 Apply knowledge and understanding of elements of film to:

analyse and compare films, including through the use of critical approaches

evaluate the significance of critical approaches

analyse and evaluate own work in relation to other professionally produced work

CONTEXTS

Production | Social and Political | Critical Debate

Sunrise sits at the rare intersection of great art and great commerce. Perhaps

the film could only have been made through an unlikely alliance between two

opposing personalities: Friedrich Wilhelm Murnau, an educated auteur who

transferred his European sensibility to Hollywood, and William Fox, a self-made

businessman determined to obtain for his company a level of prestige it had

never before approached.

A Song Of Two Humans is a film that is both expressionist and realist. F.W.

Murnau mixed expressionism and realism in the film’s mise-en-scene, en-

framed images, and montage. This mixture creates a film that defies singular

theoretical classifications as realist or expressionist. The mixture constructs a

film that an audience can believe in. The expressionistic aesthetic allows an

audience to accept the psychology of the characters. The realistic aesthetic

allows an audience to trust in the reality of the film’s setting. Sunrise seems to

leap off the screen and affect its audience with expressive and real cinematic

techniques. Real or expressive, Sunrise will remain one of the most studied and

respected films in cinematic history.

SYNOPSIS

Bored with his wife (Janet Gaynor), their baby

and the dull routine of farm life, a farmer

(George O'Brien) falls under the spell of a

flirtatious city girl (Margaret Livingston) who

convinces him to drown his wife so they can

escape together. When his wife becomes

suspicious of his plan and runs away to the

city, the farmer pursues her, slowly regaining

her trust as the two rediscover their love for

each other in this award-winning silent classic.

IDEOLOGY AND THEMES

The story pits the hectic modern excess of the city against the calm of country

life: the values of the rural and traditional way of life are shown to be in binary

opposition.

There is also binary opposition between the wife and the woman from the city.

There are shown to be in complete contrast. One is a dark haired smoking,

flapper versus the blonde, domesticated and loving wife.

TERMINOLOGY

GERMAN EXPRESSIONISM

REALISM

CHIAROSCURO LIGHTING

WILLIAMS PROCESS

TRACKING SHOT

MELODRAMA

FORCED PERSPECTIVE

SOVIET MONTAGE

KULSESHOV EFFECT

INTERTITLES

KAMMERSPEILFILM

‘FLAPPER’

FEMME FATALE



AUTEUR

Before the Classical Hollywood era became dominant, the

silent film era was one of great experimentation and

freedom for directors.

Fox used Muranu to make more ‘elevated films’ and thus

lift the reputation of the studio.

It is important to consider that F.W. Murnau originated

from the expressionist Weimar cinema of 1920’s

Germany. Murnau’s early films, like Nosferatu (1922), are

seen today almost exclusively expressionistic These

expressionist, often fantastical films use cinematic

technique to portray the psychological states of the film’s

characters. Acting, cinematography, production design,

and editing are expressive and abstract in these films.

Later in his career, Murnau also used conventions

of Kammerspeilfilm. Kammerspeil films react against and

extend expressionism by retaining the morbid

psychological themes but portrayed them in more realisitic

ways.

The films of F.W. Murnau defy hasty theoretical

classification because they are constructed from a

mixture of expressionistic and realistic

aesthetics. In Sunrise, he blends expressionism and

realism creates a picture that is able to transcend the

screen and affect its audience.

LANGUAGE AND MISE EN SCENE

Sunrise can be read as an expressionistic film in that: it has

symbolic, anonymous characters; uses settings to reveal the

inner emotions of the characters; uses sound to express

emotions; deals with insanity or obsession and focuses on the

darker sides of modernity.

Sunrise can also be read as a realist film as it has a clear
narrative structure, uses the latest Hollywood technology
such as the William’s process to shoot certain shots, and uses
forced perspective to convey the size and scope of the city.

PAST PAPER QUESTIONS

A - ‘It is often assumed that the techniques of silent cinema

work against realism.’ How far do you agree with this

statement in relation to your film option? [20)

B- Discuss some of the ways in which an understanding of

context has contributed to your appreciation of the silent film

or films you have studied. (20)

KEY SEQUENCES

Opening Sequence

The Marsh Scene

Journey from the country to the city

City montage

Resolution scene

NARRATIVE | GENRE
The film uses many conventions of melodrama that would

have been familiar to a Hollywood audience at the this time.

They used sensationalised plots and exaggerated

performances. The narrative often contained heightened

emotions and suffering heroines.

SPECTATORSHIP

The film was highly revolutionary and technical and
audiences would have been impressed by the
impressive cinematography and latest effects.

The ‘city’ is portrayed as both a positive and negative 
force and spectators are left to make their own reading 
of the film. The resolution, however, points to a 
preferred reading that marriage and the country are 
more stable and harmonious 


